
Our company is looking to fill the role of maintenance associate. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for maintenance associate

Small electric and pneumatic tool repair (i.e., electrical saws, routers, drills,
nail and staple guns)
In addition, duties will also include performing advanced applications of
training room reconfigurations, and audio visual equipment set
ups/operations, maintaining monthly safety/housekeeping inspections, minor
coordination of outside facility maintenance personnel, and performing
detailed cubicle furniture repairs/reconfigurations, and minor property
management applications
Fire Alarm/Life Safety System - to monitor systems as necessary, to be fully
informed of the system operation and to handle emergencies involving the
systems
Energy Conservation - to observe and analyze energy and utilities usage in
the hotel and on the grounds
Emergencies - to be available for any emergencies and act in an engineering
capacity to protect our guest and associates, and preserve the building and
its systems during the emergency
Accident Prevention and Safety - to be aware of all existing departmental Job
Safety Analysis and to strive to work in an accident-free manner and to create
a safe work environment for others
Maintain general appliances, kitchens and private baths and coordinate
repairs on any plumbing or refrigeration issues
Responsible for assuring that all kitchens are fully stocked on a daily basis

Example of Maintenance Associate Job Description
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Ensure all conference rooms and copy/pantry areas are kept neat and in good
order by checking them throughout the day
Relocate employees from workspace to workspace during in-house moves,
including personal belongings, furniture, Provide moving boxes and bubble
wrap to employees, and ensure employees are assisted in packing if
necessary

Qualifications for maintenance associate

Weld
Braze
Assemble piping
Applicable codes
Water distribution and balance
Water treatment & related chemicals


